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Abstract

The task of planning in a dynamic and uncertain domain is
considerably more challenging than in domains traditionally
adopted by classical planning methods. Planning in real
situations has to be 8 knowiedp intm ptoceu, particudarly
since it is not easy to predict all the effects of one’s actions.
However, many knowledge bated implementations are
susceptible to brittleness. Contract bridge oRea a domain in
which many of the issues involved in real world problems can
be addreued without having to make simplifications in
rapretentation, planning in the lame of bridp takes us away
from the traditiona! search hasedmethods (like the alpha-beta
procedure), which are app]icable in oomplatednformation
games Uk¢ chess. In this paper we look at a more flexible use
of knowledge structures for planning in bridge.

Introduction
Some of the criticism that classical plannin~ (F~es 71,
Sacerdoti 77, Tate 77, Chapman 87, Wilklng 84) faces is
that it makes some very simpifying assumptions. For
example, it is assumed that the world is completely known
and stable, and that the effect of any proposed actions ca,,
be predicted precisely (Marks, Hammond, & Converse
90) Moreover, it has been shown that the planning
problem is NP-complete (Gupta 91), so that even for the
toy worlds where these methods are tried the exponential
amounts of time required is prohibitive. In other words,
the pioblem of finding a plan ab initio from a start state is
likely to be hard.

An alternative approach, which we may call knowledge
based, endeavours to harness knowledge to charter a path
through the combinatorially increasing number of
possibilities. Various formalisms for expressing the
required knowledge have been tried. Starting with rules
(Wilkins 80), efficient retrieval considerations led to more
organized structures like goals, plans (Schank & Abelson
77), (Wilensky 83), MOPs (Riesbeck & Schank 89), 
cases (Hammond 89). We shall confine our interest here
to case based planning. The main idea is to retrieve
complete plans from memory, which contains the
cumulative experience internalized into easily accessible
structures.

In this paper we explore a hybrid approach. The
motivation is to augment the heuristic power of the
k~.owledge based methods with the flexibility of the weak
methods. We feel that planning often involves a set of

subproblems for which solutions can be retrieved from
memory in the form of partial plan~ which can then be
suitably combined using a general scheduler. For
instance in the domain of CHEF (I’l~mmond 89), instead
of adapting a beef-and-green-beans plan to produce
beef-and-broccoli, we would advocate retrieving the
knowledge of cooking beef and broemli, and integratln~
it into a general stir-fry dtsh recipe. However, the domain
of our present work is the game of contract bridge, as
described in the following section.

Bridge

Contract bridge provides an excellent domain for the
exploration of knowledge based methods in an uncertain
environment (]Chemaui & Ramakrishua 89) (Pen 93). 
get an environment with all the advantages ofworldn~ with
games, viz. a discrete finite universe which does not
require compromises in representation, where symbolic
interaction is complete, and where performance can be
accurately measured. In addition, being a four-player
incomplete-information game, bridge provides
challenges which two-person zero-sum
complete-information games like chess do not. These
include the necessity to reason under ~ancertain
conditions, the need for formal communication encoded
in moves between players, and a gamut of situations to
tackle (as opposed to the same startin~ board position in
chess and go). At the same time bridge provides a complex
enough problem solving environment which has held
humankind spellbound for decades. A more detailed
description of the problems in the game is given in
(Khemani & Ramakrishua 89).

In this paper we look at the problem of declarer play in
no trumps. This avoids the more complex communication
problems in bidding and defence. A search based strategy
is not suitable. Instead we adopt a knowledge based
approach in which the planner works with card
combinations for which known techniques can be applied.
Such knowledge is essentially heuristic in nature,
aggregating the efforts of a deeper analysis involving
various cases. Representational economy dictates that
heuristic knowledge be expressed at a suitably abstract
level. However, this means that the use of such knowledge
by an autonomous system also requires the ability to move
between the domain and the abstract levels. Consequently
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the knowledge structures proposed in this paper arc
composed of three diverse generic (Chandrasekaran 86)
components; recognition, analysis, and instantiation.

The granularity of the knowledge structures is such that
they apply only to a combination of a few cards, rather
than the play of the entire hand. That is, the heuristic
knowledge, which is in the form of ’strong’ structures,
suggests partial plans. The play of most hands can be seen
as a combination of such known phys. Selecting the
different relevant structures, and comblnln~ their actions
into a coherent plan is the task of a scheduler, which has
a flavour of a ’weak’ method.

p|annln~; as described in the sections that follow, is
accomplished as a two stage process - the activation of
various knowledge structures suggesting possible partial
plan% followed by the assemblin~ of a feasible plan using
some of them.

Retrieving Partial Plans

It can be reasonably claimed that a bridge hand once
played will not be repeated. Nevertheless, one finds that
human performance improves with learnln~ The kind of
knowledge that players seem to employ is a repertoire of
standard plays, for example finesses and squeezes, plans
for which are reused in different combinations in new
situations. We call the chnnk of knowledge which captures
the theme behind the actions of a standard play a thematic
act (TA). A TA has knowledge of patterns to look for 
the raw data, knowledge of move combinations (a partial
plan), and knowledge of the overall effect of the moves
(which we call meta-semantic knowledge). We explore
the the nature of such thematic knowledge in the context
of contract bridge.

Functional Abstraction
In any interesting enough domain the number of different
cases would be too many to put in memory individually.
Instead the goal should be to try and extract general
principles which are applicable in many cases. Consider,
for example, the concept of a ’fmesse’ in bridge. It can be
illustrated by the following case, where all the cards are
from the same suit, and "?" represents an unknown card.

North : A Q
West : ?? East : ??

South : 32 (1)
South plays the 3. Let us say West plays the 8. If North
plays the Q, then the play is said to be a finesse. If the K
is in the West hand then the North-South side makes an
extra trick with the Q. If on the other hand the K is in the
East hand, the fmesse fails and East can win the trick.

The important feature in the above play is the
combination of Ace & Queen which forms a ’tenace’ over
the West hand. Straight away we can see that the South
cards are insignificant, and could have been any of the

small cards. Also we can see that the North hand could
have had A K J, and one could have still finessed the Jack.
What is more, if the A K Q and J had already been played,
then a combination of 10 & 8 could have formed a teuace
over East’s 9. Sofunctiona//y a tenace can be defined as
follows,

North : RC1 RC3

South : x (2)
which essentially says that if there is a rank-class-10RC1)
card along with a rank-class-3 (RC3) card, and there 
small card in the other hand then one can/dan to take a
finesse a~aingt the opponent’s RC2 card. The rank-class
is different from the rank; in the ~ that it equates cards
of tOUehln~ ranks; held by a side. For e~mmple, if both the
Ace and the ]gln~ belong to the same side then both are
of rank-class 1, whereas the rank of K is 2. In other words,
since both the Ace and the gln~ arc held by the same side,
the King could also considered to be a winner.

Thus the tenace is a functional abstraction which
characterizes the situation when a finesse can be played.
Each card is viewed functionally by its role, which may
vary in different situations, rather than by its identifier,
which is constant. In addition one is looking for
combinations which can be exploited. This is quite
different from the accepted mcanln~ of abstraction, for
example in ABSTRIPS (Sacerdoti 74), where the
emphasis is only on ignoring unnecessary detail.

The Level el" Knowledge

The knowledge captured in a TA is aimed at its use. It
does not provide for a situation-action-effect analysis that
could provide an explanation why the recommended
actions are useful. Consequently it cannot also cater to
extra-thematic situations. Consider, for example, the
following TA. The hands are,

North: K9x

South : A J x x x (3)

We need four tricks from this combination, and can
afford to lose one (but not two). The standard play, which
the TA recommends in thi~ situation, is to play the A first,
and then a small card towards the K-9, intendln~ to play
the 9. However, if West does not follow suit, win with the
gin~. and play the 9 towards the Jack. It may be observed
that this play is somewhat counter intuitive as it tends to
disrupt the A-J tenace that exists.

The knowledge contained in the TA cannot provide
explanations as to why this play is best. That requires a
deeper analysis which deals with cases, and is along the
following lines. There is a danger when one of the
opponents holds O-10-x-x. In such a situation the above
play insures agaln.ct losing two tricks. If West holds
Q-10-x-x he is forced to play one of the Q or 10 lest North
wins with the 9. And then the 9 and the Jack between them
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will restrict West to winnlno only One trick with the other
card. If East holds the O-lO-x-x then West will show out
on the second round. North wins, and now playing
towards the Jack ensures that East c~ only win with the
Ouccn. The intuitive play, on the other hand, with thi~
card combination, is to first win the King, and then finesse
the Jack. This play is best for Winnin~ five tricks, but when
West has Q-10-x-x it loses two tricks. The recommended
play for four tricks also guards against this eventuality.
However, the ability to do the above nslysis has no effect
on the success of the TA in that situation.

There can be extra-thematic situations where the
standard advice has to be ignored. One such situation
arises when when one is willing to aker one’s risk-gain
equation. Thus, it may happen, in the above example, that
in a larger context (eg. a tournament) one is willing to risk
losing two tricks for the small gain of aa extra trick (when
only four are required). However, such reasonin~ is
beyond the scope of this work.

Planning With The TAs
The goal in bridge is to arrive at a plan to make a certain
number of tricks. The dealt cards dealt define the starting
position. The opponents’ cards are not known. However
some information may be available from the bidding, and
more accrues as play proceeds. We esamlne the role of
TAs in forming the plan.

The basic strategy used in the plannlno process is
Means Ends Analysis (MEA) (Newel163). This applies
easily to the bridge problem as the goalofmakln~a certain
number of tricks can be split into conjuncts of develop’mg
tricks in different suits. There arc, hov~’-~r, overall
constraints imposed due to sharing of common resource~s.
For e~mmple, if we need to develop three tricks, and there
e~st two suits that can provide two each, it may still not
be possible to develop both due to ’tempo’ restrictions.
So, the TAs merely suggest partial plans to reduce a part
or whole of the difference, and it is left to an overall
scheduler to assemble the best combination.

The TA provides the knowledge to tackle a given card
combination. It is not necessary, however, that a suit can
be optimally played in isolation. For e~ample, in the
following card combination,

North : A O J

South : 643 (4)
the recommended play is to finesse twice. This requires
that twice the play be started from the South position.
Each time the lead shifts to the North hand, since the trick
is won there. Some other suit needs to provide an ’entry~

into the South hand to fmesse again. The partial plan is
not complete in itself, and may need to be meshed with
other partial plans. In this way the plays for different suits
need to be interleaved and woven together. Notice also

that the play for the above combination can be
hierarchically composed using the finesse.
Constraints

Each suit has some potential for developing a certain
number of tricks with.some probability. For e~,,,ple
combination (3) can be played for 4 tricks with greater
insurance than for 5 tricksy_, and it can be played for 3 tricks
with assured results. However, there are different
conditions required by each of the plays. The 3 trickplay
requires available/eewuy and tempo to be at least 2~ These
terms are defined below. The 4 trick play requires them
to he at least 1, while the 5 trick play allows neither leeway
nor tempo.

The selection of different TA combinations is dictated
by some overall comtraints. Constraints are of two types.
One is the maximum nnmher of tricks that the planner can
afford to lose. For example, if you have contracted for 13
tricks, and need only 4 from the combination (3), you still
cannot ~l~ the 4-tllck play because it allows for losing
one trick to the. opponants. That is, the/eetmy required is
one, but available zero. Therefore, even though the play
suggests itself, the scheduler cannot select it.

A related constraint is that oftempo. This is determined
by how close the opponents are to settino up tricks for
themselves. It is measured interms of the nwnber of 6mes
the planner can lose tricks to the opponents before they
are in a position to defeat the contract. It is the job of the
scheduler to pick up a combination of the TAs which is
within the overall leeway and tempo constraints.

The Scheduler

The task of pl~nnin~ is to combine TAs for different suit
combinations to achieve the overall goal of tricks. In doing
so one has to be careful that the different partial plans can
he combined together to form a feasible line of action.
For example, if combination (4) is replicated in all suits,

North : A Q J, AQ J, A Q J,A Q J 10

South : 643, 643, 643, 6432 (5)
then not more than one finesse could be pepsi_hie, though
the TAs would create partial plans for 9 of them!
However, if some of the suits were interchanged,

North : A Q J,643, A Q J, 6432

South : 643, A Q J, 643, A Q J 10 (6)
then all 9 finesses could be effected, possibly winning all
13 tricks.

Hence by doing a meta-semantic analysis of the plays
offered by different suits a suitable plan can be arrived at.
The TAs themselves are tuned to the best suit play, i.e.,
one that has highest probability of success. The task now
is to combine some of them into forming a plan. In doing
so one may discover that a TA cannot be directly applied,
and one may have to look for an alternate play which can
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fit into the plan. The plan generated will have a certain
probability of sucee-~s that is determi-ed by the probability
of the assumptions, made ell route, being true.

Co~nn~ Stro~ xad Weak Methods

The overall planninL, activity canbe thus seen as following.
The task is to order the play of two sets of thirteen cards.
A partial order is imposed by a TA on the play of a suit.
However, the partial plan for a suit may be dependent on
the existence of a suitable partial plan for another suit.
This happens for example in combination 4, where two
entries in one hand are needed for if the partial plan is to
be incorporated. This me-ghino of differant partial plane is
done by the scheduler, whose job is to essentially merge
the partial plans for the four suits.

It can be seen that there are two distinct aspects to the
task of planning. The first, which involves retrieving the
TAs, is more knowledge intensive. Each partial plan is
retrieved complete with its own ordering (Berlin 85). 
the other hand the scheduler which assembles plans is
essentially the embodiment of a weak method. F’tgure 1
schematically illustrates the formation of partial plans and
assemblln~ a total plan with some of them. Such an
architecture is imperative if plannin~ is to be done in any
complex domain. An autonomous agent in such a domain
will have to cater to many goals which crop lip as it
ftmcLious, p)annln~; therefore, can no longer be viewed
as problem solving for a well defined goal, but is an
ongoing process. A basic requirement, in such a domain,
is the ability to incorporate partial solutions in one’s
activity. This will aLso enable opportunistic pJannin~
(Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth 79) specifically while
executing plant (Birnbaum 85).

Implementation

We have implemented a program for declarer play in
bridge. The input to the program is the dedarefs hand
(South), the dummy (North), and the opeuln~ lead 
by West. Currently the program plays only no trump
oontracts.

The program begins by abstracting the relevant
patterns out of the cards. It counts its tricks, and
computes the goal (i.e. the number of tricks that have to
be generated), and the comtraint& leeway and tempo.
The program then looks for card combinations that it
’lmows’ to tadde effeaively. This information is provided
by the corresponding TA and the pattern also serves to
/ndeg the TA. The planner then constructs partial plans
using the procedural knowledge contained in the TA.
The current implementation generates one partial plan
for each suit and passes it on to the scheduler. If this
cannot fit into the overall plan, then the program
backtracks and tries another. The ordering of the moves
from the partial planl iS done in a heuristic manner by the
scheduler. Thus the right play in the case referred to in
(Berlin 85) is found directly because of the heuristics
employed, rather than by a deeper analysis of interaction
of subgoals. While assembllno a plan, the scheduler picks
moves from the partial pla.~ using a few heuristics. For
example, combination (4) requires that the suit be played
from the South hand, and it is the job of the scheduler to
incorporate the play when the opportunity presents itself.
During play, if any assumptions are violated then control
is passed back to the planner. This also happens when an
unexpected trick comes up. A more detailed description
of the program is given in (Ramaelhandran & Khemam
92).

I ................II _]
I I [.. ..............l El

F’ig 1 Two Stage Pmnn;ng -- A Schematic Flowchart

ANNOTATION

The larger problem contains a set of smaller
problems for which (partial) solutions are
known.

A Thematic Planner looks at subproblems and
the TAs suggest partial plans. Numbers below
show their position in the flnai plan.

A general purpose scheduler looks at va6ous
thematic actions and assemblers together a
coherent plan of actions which mesh together.
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Results
The trace left by the program as it plans and plays two
brands is.included in the appendix. The trace coustitutes
of can’ :d messages printed by the various sections when
they execute. The input to the program are the North and
South hands. For our convenience the East West hands
have also been included in the printout.

In Hand 1 the spade suit is ~fied as the source of
tricks. The feature of using a delayed finesse to solve the
commmdcation problem has been encoded as a separate
TA. In Hand 2 the assumed 3-2 break in spades does not
materlnli,¢, and the pregram is forced to replan. Knowing
that the spade finesse will fail, it phn~ to finesse in hearts.
In different run when the East-West spade and heart suits
were interehJn~ed, the. program d/d prefer the spade
finesse knowing it will succeed.

Coneluding Remarks

In this paper we have looked at a two stage lnechanigm for
planning, using contract bridge as the do~’4n. In the first
stage partial plans are.suggested by knowledge structures
called thematic acts (TAs). In the second stage, a
scheduler combines the actions suggested by the TAs into
a coherent plan. This may often require that actions of
different TAs be interleaved. The scheduler is basically an
embodiment of a weak method, but one which operates
within the order imposed by the first stage of thematic
planning. In our implementation the strategy of
means-ends-analysls has been adopted, as it is well suited
to the domain of planning in bridge.

The results of our implementation have been very
encouraging, as can be witnessed in the examples shown.
We feel that such a scheme of planning is particularly
attractive when planning in a complex domain where
(partial) plans for newer goals have to be incorporated
into the larger plans of an agent who may be continuously
interacting with the world.

Appendix

Traces Of The Program
This appendix contain~ the traces left by the program as
it plans and plays some hands. The trace contsing the
complete hand, followed by the trace, followed by the
record of play. Even in cases where the system replans
after some play, the or~snlzation of text remains the same.
[Text in square brackets are comments by the author. ]
F.~ample 1
CONTRACT = 3 NOTRUMP

The planning phase ... Have 6 top tricks .. Need 3 tricks
more ... Tempo available 4 If Spades break 3 -2 we get 3
extra tricks losing 2 .. first glance over playing low to low
due to lack of entries .. plan workable... Have planned for

NORTH-DUMMY
6AQf~t$
9J7
@84
6’1"65

WEST Openin~ lead- EAST
6 K J9

K @
6T7

9098 9T632
@Q96 @’]P52

6J972

SOUTH
682
qe ag.~ Example 1
o,~Jr/3
6aK4

5 tricks in Spades, 2 tricks ;w I-lear~ 1 tricks
Diamonds and 2 tricks in Clubs.
Examining lead ... Looks like a honour sequence.
The play ... A" indicates that the corresponding player
had the lead

S.NO WEST NORTH BAST SOUTH WON.BY

I. ¯ K* ¯ 4 ¯ 2 @ 3 Wat

2. @3" 65 6J 6A South

3. 6 9 6 3 A T & 8" East

4. 88 86 8*2 6K South

$. A J A Q & 7 & 2" North

6. 6 K & A* V 2 W 4 North

7. ¥ 8 6 6" qP 3 qP 5 North

8. @ 6 4b 5" qP 6 @ 7 North

9. qF 9 A 4* qP T 41, J North

10. ¯ Q V 7" 8 7 qP A South

11. @9 VJ @5 qFK* South

12. ¯ Q @ 8 $ T ¯ A* South

13. 8 O 8 T 8 9 8 4* West

Tricks made = 10 Tricks contracted = 9

Example 2
CONTRACT -- 7 NOTRUMP

The planning phase ... Have 11 top tricks .. Need 2
tricks more ... Tempo available 0 If Spades break 3-2 we
get I extra tricks losing 0 If Hearts break 6 -1 we get 2
extra tricks losing 2 .. can’t afford that If Diamonds break
4-1 weget I extra triclm losing0 .. first glance over Have
planned for 4 tricks in Spades, 1 tricks in Hearts, 5 tricks
in Diamonds and 3 tricks in Clubs.
F.~am;nin~ lead ... Looks like top of a sequence

After trick 3 Plan aborted because of Expectation Failure
New plan being generated...
Have 8 top tricks .. Need 2 tricks more ... Tempo available
0 If Hearts break 6 -1 we get 2 extra tricks losing 2 ..
can’t afford that If Diamonds break 4 -1 we get I extra
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WEST Openln~ lead- FAST
646J975

JIqP K3 qP J6542
@7 @I’965
&T7652 &943

SOUTH
601’~
~7
. AK~ Example 2
~AK8

tricks losing 0 .. first glance over [Note that it does not loot
for spades as it knows that the break is not fm,ourable]
Tcnace over East found in Spades F’messe not pow’ble
as opponent has shown out Tenace over West found in
Hearts Have planned for 1 [more] tricks in Spades, 2
tricks in Hearts, 5 tricks in Diamonds and 2 tricks in
Clubs.

The play ... A * indicates that the corresponding player
had the lead

S.NO WEST NORTH ~ SOUTH WON-BY
1. 6 J* 6 Q 6 3 6 8 North
2. 6 5 & A* 6 4 & 6 North
3. 6 7 6 K* 6 4 6 8 North
4, 6 9 6 2* 6 9 6 0 South
5. 6 2 W 9 V 2 6 A* South
6. 6 5 V 8 ¯ $ 6 K* South
7. 93 ~Q V4 V7" North
8. VK ~A" W$ 6T North
9. ¯ 7 ¯ J* ¯ 6 @ 4 North
10. & 6 @ 2" ¯ 9 @ A South
It. 6 7 ¯ 3 ¯ T ¯ K* South
12. 6 T 6 3 9 6 @ Q* South
13. 6 J ¯ T V J ¯ 8" South

Tricks made -- 13 Tricks contracted = 13
********,t,**************************,t,*********,
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